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ABOUT VISIT FLORIDA
VISIT FLORIDA, the state’s official tourism marketing corporation, serves as Florida’s source for travel planning to
visitors across the globe. VISIT FLORIDA is a not-for-profit corporation created as a public/private partnership by
the Florida Legislature in 1996.
As the Sunshine State’s No. 1 industry, tourism was responsible for welcoming a record 116.5 million visitors in
2017. Based on the latest economic impact study, Florida visitors spent $112 billion and supported 1.4 million
Florida jobs. According to the Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research, for every $1 the state
invests in VISIT FLORIDA, $2.15 in tax revenue is generated.
Each year, the Florida Legislature appropriates public funding to be allocated for tourism marketing.
VISIT FLORIDA is required to match this public investment dollar for dollar, by partnering with the state’s
tourism industry through cooperative advertising campaigns, promotional programs and many other innovative
ventures. Through this partnership, VISIT FLORIDA serves more than 12,000 tourism industry businesses, including
Busch Gardens Tampa, Disney Destinations, The Hertz Corporation, LEGOLAND Florida Resort, SeaWorld Parks &
Resorts Orlando, Simon Shopping Destinations and Universal Orlando Resort.
VISIT FLORIDA facilitates tourism industry participation in domestic and international travel trade and consumer shows,
as well as media missions to the top global visitor markets. VISIT FLORIDA also works closely with travel agents, tour
operators, meeting and event planners, and is responsible for operating Florida’s Official Welcome Centers.

2020 STRATEGIC PLAN
In order to keep Florida ahead of the competition, VISIT FLORIDA and its Board of Directors have implemented a strategic
plan that will carry the Florida tourism industry through 2020.

PURPOSE	����������Brighten the lives of all.
VISION	���������������Establish Florida as the No. 1 travel destination
in the world.
MISSION	������������Strengthen Florida’s share of the
global travel market.

STRATEGY 01: DRIVE DEMAND

GOAL	������������������Maximize the economic impact of travel
and tourism to Florida.

STRATEGY 03: BRAND ENGAGEMENT

STRATEGY 02: INCREASE YIELD

STRATEGY 04: INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT

OBJECTIVE	�����$100 billion in tourism-related
spend by 2020.
VALUES	�����������Make an impact. Work purposefully and live
passionately. Innovate.
OV E RV I E W |

Learn more about VISIT FLORIDA: VISITFLORIDA.org
Follow our corporate blog: SunshineMatters.org
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NO. 1 TRAVEL DESTINATION IN THE WORLD
VISIT FLORIDA’s vision – to establish Florida as the
No. 1 travel destination in the world – is ambitious but
achievable. To succeed, VISIT FLORIDA must build a
strategic marketing platform that aligns the collective
interests of the Florida tourism industry and provides
integrated marketing opportunities for the industry to
leverage.

VISIT FLORIDA must prioritize its resources to focus
only on programs that maximize impact and create
and add value for travelers and industry Partners.
That means following a set of principles that guide all
marketing decisions.

MARKETING PRINCIPLES
CREATE VALUE & ADD VALUE
Every VISIT FLORIDA program or initiative must create
and add value for travelers and for industry Partners. If the
industry can produce a program at the same cost and with
the same impact, there is no reason for VISIT FLORIDA to
invest resources in the program. VISIT FLORIDA programs
must provide the Florida tourism industry a strategic
advantage and must inspire consumers with valuable
information or a valuable service.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, BUT
NOT EVERYTHING FOR EVERYONE
There is a tendency in membership organizations to stick
to the “Fairness Doctrine” – build programs to the lowest
common denominator and provide the same benefits to
all members in all cases. The result is often a marketing
structure that tends toward mediocrity.
VISIT FLORIDA represents an industry that is remarkable in
its breadth and diversity and a “one-size-fits all” approach
simply will not work. VISIT FLORIDA has made a strategic
decision to prioritize efforts on valuable programs that are
good for Florida. We strive to provide programs that work
for all Partners, but we recognize that not all programs will
be a good fit for every Partner.

IF IT’S WORTH DOING,
IT’S WORTH DOING RIGHT

| OV E RV I E W

While wise financial stewardship is critical in all that
we do, VISIT FLORIDA will not sacrifice quality to save
money; nor will we initiate a new program or continue
with an existing program without dedicating the
resources necessary to make the program a success.
VISIT FLORIDA will protect our brand promise and will
commit to do it right or not do it at all.
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QUALITY VS. QUANTITY
Scale matters, but impact matters more. The impact of
a promotion on consumer behavior is more important
than the number of people that the promotion reaches.
VISIT FLORIDA is committed to delivering high-quality
innovative programs that give Florida a competitive
advantage. These programs will be thoroughly vetted,
measured and optimized to ensure they maximize the
impact of every dollar spent.

DIGITAL FIRST
Constant technological advancement has left the world
of marketing in a state of permanent transformation. In
order to ensure that VISIT FLORIDA thrives in the future,
it must be a marketing company that thinks digital first.
We will invest in platforms, partners and people who
understand how technology will evolve and can provide
VISIT FLORIDA a competitive advantage as a destination
marketer.

TRAVELER-CENTRIC
The goal of all VISIT FLORIDA efforts is to deliver
visitors to the state. Our ability to be successful requires
a comprehensive understanding of Florida’s visitors
and potential travelers. Prioritizing the traveler helps
VISIT FLORIDA deliver greater results for our Partners
and ultimately the residents of Florida.

DATA-DRIVEN
In order for VISIT FLORIDA to compete in a hypercompetitive landscape, every decision must be datadriven. Priority will be placed on programs that can be
measured and optimized and can provide data that
continuously improve our ability to attract potential
visitors.

MARKETING PLANNING PROCESS
The record success that Florida has experienced during the
past seven years is a direct result of the collaborative effort
by the entire tourism industry.

As a result, VISIT FLORIDA developed short-term and
long-term plans to make Florida the No. 1 travel destination
in the world.

Working with critical Florida stakeholders and Industry
Partners, VISIT FLORIDA kicked off the Marketing
Planning process in December 2017 at the Florida Tourism
Leadership Summit. This event was designed to open
conversations with industry stakeholders and develop
a list of priorities for the coming year.

Many of the initiatives and strategies in this Marketing Plan
and in VISIT FLORIDA’s marketing approach are directly
connected to the feedback and workshops from the Florida
Tourism Leadership Summit.

TRENDS WE ARE WATCHING
Marketing and travel are some of the fastest-changing industries. To stay current, we follow the compelling
developments and story lines across those industries. Here are some with near-term importance.

TIME OFF
The battle to persuade Americans to take their earned
vacations continues. What feels like progress can look
like we’re running in place. Yes, vacation day usage is
up two years running, but the fact remains that more
than half of Americans are still leaving vacation time on
the table. The reasons are familiar: an always-on work
culture, the “work martyr” mentality, and anxiety around
perceived commitment to career. What’s worse, many of
the largest generation of workers are showing these telltale
behaviors. Millennial women, who according to the data
say they appreciate vacation time, are taking less time off.
They report feeling guilty, they worry about a workload
that never stops growing, they fear of being replaced.
Reinforcing the physical, spiritual and career benefits of a
vacation with this trend-setting demographic will be more
important than ever.

PERMANXIETY OR STATE OF FEAR

HERE COMES GEN Z
This year, the oldest members of Generation Z will be
graduating from college and entering the workforce.
The research suggests that Gen Z is very different from
Millennials and marketers should not assume that the
same strategies will work across generations. When it
comes to travel, Gen Z is incredibly influential. They are
already buying their own trips and affecting family travel
decisions. They want to experience the world like a local
and change it for the better. They watch twice as many
videos on mobile than any other generation and are won
over by videos that tell a story. Building strategies to
connect with this next generation of travelers will be a
priority in the coming years.

OV E RV I E W |

Travelers today face an endless barrage of worries about
personal security, terrorism, extreme weather events,
racial tensions, and other geopolitical crises. In 2017, Skift
coined the term permanxiety to describe a “near-constant
state of anxiety that exists around the world” and
pervades every part of our lives through continuous news
updates and often inflammatory social media. Added to
that, in some parts of the world there are growing fears of
“the other” – different cultures, different religious beliefs,
and different political views. One of the travel industry’s
greatest achievements over the past 100 years has been
creating a shared experience that unites strangers. Will
our industry be able to address this new anxiety of
travelers? How do we as marketers rise above the noise
and say, “Welcome to Florida”?

PRIVACY PROTECTION
The gift of digital technology has been the ability to
deliver personalized campaigns to individual consumers.
But in the past two years we’ve come to realize that
the 21st-century information highway was missing
guardrails. The large tech companies have been outed
for being careless with our personal information and
for leaving the gates wide open to malicious agents.
Consumers and Congress are asking hard questions and
digital marketers suddenly have arrived at a crossroads.
Citizens want their data and privacy protected and they
negatively view brands that enter their personal space
uninvited. Emerging technologies such as “blockchain”
allow consumers to insulate themselves from advertising
and protect and potentially monetize their online data.
Questions remain around the role of regulation, selfmonitoring, and what data is acceptable for businesses
to monitor, collect, and share? As new privacy measures
are sorted out, we will continue to protect data and
partner with brands that do the same.
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PERFORMANCE
SNAPSHOT
IN THIS SECTION
SEVEN YEARS OF RECORD VOLUME
MARKET SHARE
HOTEL OCCUPANCY AND REVENUE
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
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SEVEN YEARS OF
RECORD VOLUME

TOTA L V ISITOR VOLU M E
(in millions)

If there is one proof of the popularity of the
Florida vacation brand, one confirmation that
marketing matters, look at how far and fast
we have come. From 2011 to 2017 – one record
year after another – the number of visitors to
Florida has increased by 33.4 percent, or
29.2 million additional vacationers. The newest
benchmark is 2017’s 116.5 million visitors. A
critical part of maintaining this trend line is
identifying opportunities for improvement.
Here’s one: International visitor volume is down
from its 2013 apex by 8 percent. Canadian
visitation rebounded in 2017, but we have
work to do in Europe and South America. The
potential is there for growth. These are good
challenges to have.

This chart shows the total visitor volume to the state over the past 10 years.
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This chart shows the volume of domestic visitors to Florida
over the past 10 years.

This chart shows the volume of international visitors to Florida
over the past 10 years.
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MARKET SHARE
LARGEST SHARE OF VACATION TRAVELERS OF ALL U.S. STATES
For more than a decade now, the Sunshine State has
been the uncontested leader among American vacation
destinations.

experienced a 2-point year-over-year decrease and travel
intent for some of Florida’s top competitive destinations
had a significant increase.

Florida’s share of U.S. tourists has hovered around 16
percent and remains at least four points better than the
closest competitor.

To maintain our market dominance, keeping Florida top of
mind among likely travelers is more important than ever.

That good news is offset by cautionary research data:
Interest in traveling to Florida within the next two years

FLORIDA’S M A R K E T SHA R E
This chart tracks Florida’s share of the domestic vacation travel market.
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INT ERESTED IN V ISIT IN G OV E R T IM E
This chart shows the top states that travelers are interested in visiting over the next two years..
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Source: MMGY Global. Portrait of American Travelers 2017-2018
Respondents could select more than one state. The states shown generated the most responses.

Colorado

HOTEL OCCUPANCY AND REVENUE
FLORIDA EXPERIENCED RECORDS FOR OCCUPANCY, ADR AND REVPAR
Top-line hotel numbers confirm that 2017 was another
outstanding year for the Florida hotel industry. Occupancy,
Average Daily Rate (ADR) and Revenue per Available Room
(RevPar) all rose to historic benchmarks.

OCC U PA N CY R AT E S
This chart shows the five-year trend of Florida occupancy rates
compared to U.S. rates.
Florida

United States

80.0%

In 2017, nearly 9,000 additional rooms were added to
Florida’s hotel inventory, but demand was greater. Average
monthly occupancy was 73.9 percent – a year-over-year
increase of 3.2 percent. More growth is expected: 46,000
rooms will be added by 2020.

70.0%
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The ADR grew by 2.6 percent and remained above $110 even
during the slower months. Room rate peaked in March, with
11 million rooms sold at a daily average of $168. September
was lowest at $115.

40.0%

Florida also shines brightest in regional and national
comparisons, outpacing the South Atlantic and greater
United States for Occupancy, RevPAR and Rooms Sold.

This chart shows the five-year trend of Florida average daily room rates
compared to U.S. rates.
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In the past five years, Florida’s hotel occupancy has averaged
3.6 percent annual growth; the ADR on average has risen 4
percent annually.

HOTEL O CCUPANCY AND ADR
This chart compares Florida’s hotel industry against the values from the
South Atlantic region and the U.S. in 2017.
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R E V E N U E PE R AVA ILA BLE R O O M
This chart shows the five-year trend of Florida revenue per available room
compared to U.S. rates.
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QUICK FACTS
• 67 new hotels opened in 2017, adding
nearly 9,000 additional rooms.
• 46,000 new hotel rooms are set to be
completed by 2020.
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TOURISM’S POWERFUL ECONOMIC IMPACT
OUT-OF-STATE VISITOR SPENDING CONTINUES TO HIT RECORD HIGHS
More than ever, out-of-state vacationers remain vital
contributors to the Florida economy. One of six Florida
jobs is supported by visitor spending. Tourism sales
account for nearly 10 percent of the state economy.
And since 2010, Florida tourism has been on a roll: six
consecutive years of growth, with annual spending up 43
percent in that stretch to almost $112 billion (see chart).

Here are some other highlights:

All sectors of the Florida economy benefit directly from
tourism or through:
Indirect impacts such as increased sales for local
businesses who supply the tourism industry (e.g. supplier
to the hotel who delivers goods and services and employs
workers to meet the demand); and Induced impacts such
as increased sales for local businesses through resident
spending of income earned in tourism and supporting
sectors (e.g. employees of the hotel supplier purchase
goods and services at a household level such as food,
child care, and home insurance).

· 78 visitors support one Florida job.
· Nearly 80 percent of lodging employment, 53 percent
of recreational employment, and 41 percent of jobs in
the food and beverage industry are directly supported
by out-of-state visitor spend.

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
(in billions)

· Spending on food and beverage in 2016 was up
4.2 percent.
· Visitor spending in Florida increased by 3.1 percent in
2016; in the United States, the increase was 1.9 percent.
(source: U.S. Travel Association).
High consumer confidence, low gas prices, employment
and wage growth, as well as the attractiveness of Florida
as a destination for both domestic and international
travelers, are contributing factors to visitor spending.
(source: U.S. Travel Association)

DIRECT

$111.7B
INDIRECT

$38.6B

INDUCED

$38.8B
TOTAL

$189.1B
Source: Tourism Economics
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QUICK FACTS
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• Out-of-state visitor spending supported 1.4 million Florida jobs in 2016, with an associated income of $53 billion.
• Out-of-state tourism generated $11.6 billion in state and local taxes and $13.6 billion in federal taxes in 2016.

OUT-OF-STAT E V ISITOR SPE N D IN G
(in billions)
This chart shows the total amount of out-of-state visitor spending per year.
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TOTAL TOURIS M EMPLOY M E N T COMPARED TO VISITOR VOLUME
(in millions)
This chart shows the number of Floridians employed by the Tourism industry compared to total visitor volume. As visitors increased, so did Florida jobs.
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DOMESTIC MARKET
THE GREAT MAJORITY OF FLORIDA’S VISITORS LIVE IN THE U.S.
Visitors west of the Mississippi also have played a
significant role in Florida’s record run. From 2012
to 2016, their share of domestic visitor volume has
increased from 19.7 to 21.8 percent.

Where do Florida’s vacationers originate? How are they
getting here? What are their favorite Florida activities
and destinations? Combine this attention to data with
valuable input from tourism industry leadership and
the result is a record 116.5 million visitors in 2017 — with
102.3 million, or 88 percent, of those visitors from the
United States.

Examining mode of travel, the data shows more drive
vacationers coming to Florida (an increase of 2.5
million from 2016 to 2017) and a willingness to cover
greater distances to get here. The typical round-trip
distance is more than 2,000 miles. There were 1.9
million more air visitors from 2016 to 2017, and it’s
gratifying to see the demand rising to the supply.
Available flights from the United States into Florida
have increased by 22 percent since 2013.

Florida attracts vacationers from all 50 states, but nearly
three-quarters (73 percent) of those visitors come from
15 states, all but two of them east of the Mississippi River.
In 2016, Florida experienced the largest increase in share
from Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

FLORIDA’ S VISITOR S FR OM TOP 1 5 STAT E S
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FLORIDA’S SUPER SIX MARKETS
Among metropolitan areas, New York City, Atlanta,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., and Boston are
the greatest contributors to Florida’s visitor numbers.
These Super Six DMAs (Designated Market Areas)
account for nearly one-third of Florida’s domestic
volume. Nine secondary markets, including three metros

SUPER SIX
DMAs

Share of Florida's
Domestic Visitors
2016

2015

PP*
change
'15/'16

New York, NY

11.1%

11.6%

-0.5%

2.

Atlanta, GA

6.7%

6.1%

0.6%

3.

Chicago, IL

3.8%

3.6%

0.1%

4.

Philadelphia, PA

3.2%

3.2%

0.0%

5.

Washington, D.C.

2.9%

3.0%

-0.1%

6.

Boston, MA

2.8%

2.9%

-0.1%

SECONDARY

Vol
Shift

DMAs

Share of Florida's
Domestic Visitors
2016

2015

PP*
change
'15/'16

7.

Detroit, MI

2.1%

2.0%

0.1%

8.

Dallas-Fort Worth, TX

1.8%

2.0%

-0.2%

9.

Los Angeles, CA

1.7%

1.7%

0.0%

10.

Birmingham, AL

1.7%

1.4%

0.3%

11.

Cleveland-Akron, OH

1.6%

1.7%

-0.1%

12.

Nashville, TN

1.6%

1.0%

0.6%

13.

Houston, TX

1.6%

1.5%

0.0%

14.

Raleigh-Durham, NC

1.5%

1.6%

-0.1%

15.

Indianapolis, IN

1.4%

1.3%

0.2%

Source: D.K. Shifflet & Associates
*percentage point

Vol
Shift
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1.

west of the Mississippi River, contribute 15 percent of
Florida’s visitors. The year-over-year increase of nearly
a point in share meant an additional 824,000 visitors.
Together, these 15 DMAs account for almost half of
Florida’s 102.3 million domestic visitors.

15
15

SUPER SIX MARKET SNAPSHOT
New York City

Washington, D.C.

• New York City remained Florida’s top DMA in 2016
despite experiencing a 4.1 percent decrease in
volume and a share decrease of 0.5 percentage
points to 11.1 percent.

• Visitors to Florida from Washington, D.C., have the
highest average household income ($140,500)
among the Super Six DMAs.

• New York City ranks as the No. 1 DMA for
VISIT FLORIDA’s Family, Winter and Weekend Getaway
audience segments.
• Nearly a third of Florida’s visitors from New York City
come in the spring and their top activity is visiting
friends and relatives.

• One in three of Florida’s visitors from Washington,
D.C. are Millennials – the greatest share compared to
the other top six markets.
• The majority of visitors from Washington, D.C. are
traveling alone.

Boston

• Of the Super Six markets, the New York metropolitan
area has the largest population at 13.4 million.

• Boston is Florida’s sixth-most popular origin market for
domestic visitors and the third-most popular market for
domestic air visitors.

Atlanta

• The majority of Florida’s visitors from Boston come in
the spring and winter.

• Atlanta is the second-most popular origin DMA and the
top drive market.

• 60 percent of Boston’s visitors fly to Florida.
• Visitors from Atlanta have the shortest average length
of stay compared to the other Super Six DMAs.
• Atlanta has the largest share of family travel among the
Super Six DMAs. Nearly 25 percent of all travel parties
are traveling with children.

Florida’s Secondary Markets

Chicago

• Detroit, Dallas, Los Angeles, Birmingham, Cleveland,
Nashville, Houston, Raleigh and Indianapolis represent
an additional 15 percent of Florida’s domestic market.

• Chicago is Florida’s third-most popular origin market,
accounting for nearly 4 percent of Florida’s domestic
visitors. Chicago is the second-most popular air market,
representing nearly 6 percent of Florida’s domestic air
visitors.
• The majority of Florida’s visitors from Chicago come in
spring and summer.
• Nearly half of Chicago’s visitors arrive to Florida by
air and the seat capacity from Chicago to Florida has
increased by 8 percent in the last year.

Philadelphia

| F LO R I DA V I S I TOR S

• Philadelphia is Florida’s fourth-most popular origin
market for Florida’s domestic visitors.
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• Among the top six markets, Boston has the longest
average length of stay at 4.9 nights.

• Almost half of the visitors from Philadelphia are Baby
Boomers – the largest share of Boomers among the
Super Six DMAs.
• The top activities for visitors from Philadelphia are
going to the beach, visiting friends and relatives, and
culinary experiences.

• These secondary markets experienced an increase in
share of nearly 1 percent from last year.
• Nashville had the largest share increase at 0.6
percentage points and a corresponding volume
increase of more than 50 percent.
• Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington had the largest population
growth in the U.S. last year. The metropolitan area
increased by 146,000.

DEMOGRAPHICS
LIFESTAGE SEGMENTS
Florida’s domestic visitors represent a diverse
portfolio of generational cohorts, income levels, family
composition, and ethnicities. Florida tracks visitor
volume, spending, and other patterns by lifestage
segmentation. Lifestage categories combine three
variables (age, household income, and the presence of
children in the household) to create seven segments that
are most likely to differentiate visitors.

More affluent travelers (household income of $100,000
and higher) are coming to Florida. The Sunshine State
also attracts a greater share of the mature audience
(55 and older) than all other U.S. destinations combined.
But while families still constitute nearly one-third of
Florida’s visitor volume, their number declined from 2015
to 2016. Young families (households with children led by
parents 18-34 years old) represent an opportunity for
growing this vital audience segment.

The most recent data around lifestage segments shows
highlights and challenges.

LIFESTAGE SEGMENT COMPOSITION
This chart shows the share of domestic visitors to Florida by lifestage.

Affluent Mature

16%
Young & Free

Lifestage Defintions

14%

Young & Free (18-34; any income; no kids)

Moderate Mature

Young Family

18%

Young Family (18-34; any income; kids in HH)

10%

Maturing & Free (35-54; any income; no kids)
Moderate Family (35-54; <$75K; kids in HH)
Affluent Family (35-54; $75K+; kids in HH)

Maturing & Free

19%
Affluent Family

Moderate Mature (55 or older; <$100K; no kids)
Affluent Mature (55 or older; $100K+; no kids)

Moderate Family

16%

6%
Source: D.K. Shifflet & Associates

COMPARISON OF U.S. AND FLORIDA TRAVELERS
This chart shows the share of U.S. travelers by lifestage compared to the share of Florida’s visitors by lifestage.
U.S.
20%

19%

Florida

19%

18%

18%

17%
16%
15%

16%
14%

14%
13%
11%
10%

10%

7%
6%

0%

Young
& Free

Young
Family

Maturing
& Free

Moderate
Family

Source: D.K. Shifflet & Associates

Affluent
Family

Moderate
Mature

Affluent
Mature
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AGE AND FAMILY COMPOSITION
FOCUS ON FAMILIES
There was no trend line to anticipate this performance
and 2017 was another record year. But rather than wait
for answers, VISIT FLORIDA saturated the marketplace
in spring 2018 with a new family campaign and a fresh
creative approach.

Florida is recognized globally as a family vacation
destination. Almost one-third of Florida’s domestic
visitors have children in the household – a share better
than all other states. The U.S. Travel Association’s 2017
Domestic Travel Market report confirms that family
tourism is increasing, so competition for these travelers
will remain fierce and marketing campaigns that target
them will be critically important.

DOMESTIC VISITORS BY AGE AND
FAMILY COMPOSITION

The United States received a greater share of Millennials,
America’s largest generation. But Florida, which closed
some of that gap a year earlier, kept pace in 2016.
Visitors 35-54 years old still represent the largest share
(39 percent) of Florida’s domestic audience. The 55+
segment is close behind at 37 percent and in 2016
showed the largest year-over-year growth.

This chart shows that in 2016, Non-Family Lifestages (those with no children in the
household) made up 68 percent of Florida’s domestic visitors. This chart also shows
that in 2016, the Mature Lifestages (55 and older) accounted for more than a third of
Florida’s domestic visitors.
By Age

By Family Composition

Non-Family
Family

68%

32%
18-34
years old

55+
years old

While 2016 was a boom year overall for visitor volume,
the number of family travelers declined by 8 percent.

23%

37%
35-54
years old

QUICK FACT

39%

The average age of a Florida visitor is
– and that number increased in 2016.

48.5 years
Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

BABY BOOMERS ON THE RISE
Florida’s visitors span the generations. Boomers and Generation X represent the largest share – nearly 70 percent.
Given 2016’s substantial rise in visitor volume, Florida gained visitors from each generation, except for Silent/G.I. The
most notable increase came from Baby Boomers – up 3 percentage points and prompting share shifts elsewhere. For
example, Millennial and Gen X generations declined in share, but they came to Florida in greater numbers year over
year. Looking ahead, as Millennials age and start families, volume is expected to rise as more and more travel parties
include children.

DOMESTIC VISITOR VOLUME
BY GENERATION

GENERATION OF U.S. TRAVELERS
VS. FLORIDA TRAVELERS

This chart tracks Florida’s visitors by generational cohort over the past five years.

This chart shows the breakout by generation of U.S. travelers
compared to Florida travelers.

Silent/GI

Boomers

Gen X

Millennial

Silent/GI

Boomers

Gen X

Millennial

(born 1945 or earlier)

(born 1946-1964)

(born 1965-1980)

(born 1981 or after)

(born 1945 or earlier)

(born 1946-1964)

(born 1965-1980)

(born 1981 or after)

35,000,000

100%
90%

30,000,000

7%

7%

37%

34%

32%

30%

25%

29%

Florida

U.S.

80%
25,000,000

70%
60%

20,000,000

50%
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15,000,000
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40%
30%

10,000,000

20%
5,000,000
10%
0
2012

2013

2014

Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

2015

2016

0

Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

SEASONALITY – CLOSE THE GAP
KEEPING FLORIDA TOURISM BUSINESSES OPEN ALL YEAR LONG
In 2017, occupancy in the busiest month (March) reached a record 84.1 percent.
Florida’s high season of spring is growing, but more importantly we have seen an
increase in the fall, Florida’s shoulder season.
During the past seven years, occupancy, average daily room rate, and the number
of rooms sold have steadily risen, along with a growth in inventory. In 2013, the
occupancy gap between the high and low seasons was 28 percentage points. Each
year since, that gap has shrunk. Last year, the difference between the seasons was
18 points. From 2013 to 2017, March increased by two percentage points and the
historically low month, September, increased by 12 points.

QUICK FACT
HIGHEST OCCUPANCY

MARCH.................84.1%
LOWEST OCCUPANCY

SEPTEMBER...... 66.4%

Growing the slow season is a critical strategy in sustaining Florida’s record visitor
volume. More importantly, reducing seasonality gaps would help maintain year-round
employment and increase cost efficiencies for local businesses.

STAT E -W ID E OCC U PA N CY GA P
This chart shows the seasonal gap between the peak month (March) and the slowest month (September).

30.0%

QUICK FACT

27.6%

25.0%

24.6%
22.7%

OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS,
THE OCCUPANCY GAP HAS
DECREASED BY NEARLY

10

20.0%

19.5%
17.7%

15.0%
10.0%
5.0%

PERCENTAGE POINTS
0%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: STR, Inc.

THE IMPACT OF HURRICANE IRMA
According to a Tourism Economics report on the impact
of Hurricane Irma, 1.8 million fewer visitors came to
Florida after Hurricane Irma than were expected based on
pre-hurricane trends. Lost out-of-state visitor spending in
the final months of 2017 was estimated at $1.5 billion.

SE ASON A LIT Y OF FLOR I DA’ S
E IGHT VAC AT ION R E GI O NS
This map shows the seasonal highs and lows for occupancy
in each of Florida’s vacation regions.

LOW

Summer

Winter

Fall

Winter

Northeast

Spring

Winter

Central

Spring

Fall

Central West

Spring

Fall

Central East

Spring

Fall

Southwest

Spring

Fall

Southeast

Spring

Fall

Northwest
North Central

Since September is historically the lowest occupied month
for Florida, Irma’s impact on visitor statistics was less
severe compared to a comparable event in March.
While visitor volume and spending were depressed,
the hotel industry experienced an increase in room
demand from displaced Florida residents and emergency
responders.
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INTERNATIONAL MARKET
VISITORS WHO STAY LONGER AND SPEND MORE
International visitors are vital to Florida tourism revenue.
On average, they stay longer and spend almost twice as
much per person than domestic visitors.
In 2017, 14.2 million international visitors accounted for
12.2 percent of Florida tourism volume. The most recent
data shows that international visitors spent $24.7 billion
in the state which accounts for 22.1 percent of total
tourism revenue.

Since 2013, the strong dollar and volatile global politics
have depressed international visitation and United States
vacation destinations have struggled as a whole. In Florida,
the numbers are off by 8 percent from their apex. But in
2017, one of the most important international markets –
Canada – was up.
Perspective is valuable. During these past seven years of
record volume, international and domestic visitors have
taken turns leading the way.

INTERNATIONAL VOLUME
(in millions)
This chart shows the five-year trend of international visitation.

16,000,000

15.4
15,500,000

15.3

15.2

15,000,000

14.5
14,500,000

14.2*

14,000,000
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

*estimate is preliminary and subject to change

HERE IS THE CURRENT OUTLOOK FOR SEVERAL KEY INTERNATIONAL MARKETS:
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Canada remains Florida’s No. 1 international market,
but competition from other vacation destinations has
increased. While the exchange rate has stabilized, the
lower value of the Canadian dollar will continue to affect
auto trips. Marketing efforts must address the currency
exchange reality and counter the possibility of Florida
fatigue.
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British outbound travel is more sensitive to economic
and political circumstances than Florida’s other European
feeder markets. British visitation has weakened since
Brexit and the subsequent decline in the value of the
pound compared to the U.S. dollar. The higher cost of
visiting Florida, such as rising hotel and attractions rates,
will be a challenge. Competitors also are spending more
in the U.K. travel market. If Florida is to maintain its
market share, in-country efforts must combat the rising
cost of travel here and maintain awareness of the Florida
travel product.

Florida’s top South American markets have great potential
as long as they remain politically stable and economic
growth continues as predicted. At their peak, the number of
Brazilian outbound trips represented less than 5 percent of
the population. For comparison, consider the U.K., where the
number of trips and the population were virtually equal. As
the conditions in Argentina, Brazil and Colombia continue to
improve, the travel potential of these markets is too large to
ignore and Florida visitation appears to be rebounding.
German outbound travel tends to be resilient to economic
swings, making it a reliable source market. The Euro’s value
versus the dollar is expected to remain stable through 2019
and growth in wages is forecast to outpace prices, leaving
Germans more disposable income for travel.
International travel to the U.S. is expected to be slow in the
coming years, but Germans prioritize vacation travel and
enjoy 25-30 paid vacation days a year. Florida still could
realize growth.

Florida’s opportunity lies with those independent travelers
who are seeking new destinations and experiences beyond
the traditional gateways in California and New York.

China is the world’s largest outbound travel market and
getting larger. Trips are more frequent and long-haul travel
is no longer a once-in-a lifetime occasion. Independent
travelers, who plan their own vacations without the help of
a tour operator, accounted for almost all of the increases
in Chinese travel overseas. That growing segment now
represents 40 percent of China’s outbound market.

The forecast for Indian travel to the United States is good:
5 percent growth is expected over the next five years.
Indian travelers are active visitors and often travel to
multiple Florida destinations during their trip. Those
visiting friends or relatives (VFR) are a rich opportunity for
marketing efforts and destination exploration.

China is forecast to be the fastest-growing overseas
source market for U.S. tourism in the coming years.

INTERNATIONAL MARKET SNAPSHOT
4.2M
4.0M
3.8M
3.3M

3.5M*

1.6M

1.5M

1.7M

1.6M

1.8M
1.4M*

1.6M

1.5M
1.0M

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

993K*

2017

Canada

United Kingdom

Brazil

• The average trip value of a Canadian
travel party is $2,298 while the
average trip value among Canadian
Families is $2,579 and Matures $2,621.

• The average trip value for a UK
travel party is $2,228.

• Brazilian travel parties, on average, 		
have a trip value of $3,185.

• Florida’s British visitors stay in 		
Florida an average of 12.4 nights.

• Brazilian travelers stay in Florida
an average of 10.3 nights.

• Matures represent 43 percent of
Canadian visitors to the state.

Argentina

1.6M

499K
423K

2013

448K

479K

2015

2016

1.7M

413K

430K

453K

404K

594K

565K

724K

722K

2014

2015

Mexico

1.8M
477K
538K

1.6M*
415K*
528K*

472K*
818K

2014

1.7M

Colombia

2017

Germany
• The average trip value for a 		
German travel party is $2,260.

2016

649K*
2017

Secondary
Latin America
• The average trip value of an 		
Argentinian travel party is $3,585,
while the average for a Colombian
travel party is $1,523, and Mexican
air travel party is $1,602.
• The average length of stay in Florida
among Argentinians is 11.2 nights,
Colombians 11.0 nights, and Mexican
air visitors 7.6 nights.

266K

2013

271K

2014

293K

2015

309K

2016

286K*

2017

China
• The average trip value for a 		
Chinese travel party is $3,687.
• While visiting the U.S., Chinese
travelers stay in Florida an 		
average of 14.9 nights.

*estimate is preliminary and subject to change
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• German travelers stay in Florida
an average of 12.7 nights and travel
widely throughout the state.

2013

757K
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FLORIDA’S CANADIAN CORE
Canada is Florida’s most significant international market
– 3.5 million visitors strong.
At the beginning of Florida’s seven-year run in 2011,
Canada, Brazil and the United Kingdom were leading
the charge. When the United States economy and dollar
rebounded, Canadian visitation suffered — almost three
years of declines.
The tourism records kept coming for Florida, but
Canadians had less money to spend here. They were
looking elsewhere for a vacation.

VISIT FLORIDA doubled down with our northern neighbors
and the investment paid off: Canadian visitation to Florida
was up 4 percent for 2017.
Further good news: The Conference Board of Canada
forecasts average annual growth of 3 percent for Canadian
visits to Florida through 2020.
Let’s take a closer look at this vital market and what Florida
can do to strengthen this relationship.

CANADIAN VISITOR PROFILE
Florida benefits from excellent air access to the
Canadian market, with non-stop service scheduled
between 39 origin and destination city pairs.
More than half of these Florida vacationers come from
two major metros, Toronto and Montreal. They are older
than the average domestic traveler; 43 percent qualify
as Boomers.

Canadians stay in Florida for three weeks on average –
longer than any other international visitors. Matures (55
and older) average 35.8 nights and spend $2,621 per visit.
Canadian families average only 8.8 nights, but they spend
almost as much ($2,579) during their stay.
Canadians are winter sun seekers. Mature visitation is
strongest in the first and second quarter of the year;
families in the first and third quarters.

I MPACT OF T HE EXCHAN GE R AT E ON C A N A D IA N V ISITOR VOLU M E
This chart shows the historical trend of Canadian visitation and the corresponding effect of the exchange rate.
Visits to Florida

CAD $ (average)

$1.00

$0.80

4.2M
4.0M
3.8M
3.6M

3.5M*

3.3M

$0.60

3.3M

3.1M
2.9M
2.6M

$0.40

2.5M

2.0M
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2.1M

1.9M
1.7M
1.6M

$0.00
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2011

2012

Source: Conference Board of Canada, Statistics Canada
*estimate is preliminary and subject to change
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DECLINING INTEREST

COMPETITIVE CHANGES
After 11 consecutive quarters of losses in
Canadian visitation, 2017 was a good year for
Florida. But the concerns are still there. The
exchange rate remains a hurdle to overcome and
outbound travel from Canada to other countries
has increased 34 percent in the past five years.
Further, other U.S. destinations have intensified
their pursuit of the Canadian traveler.
Several studies have noticed Canadians’
gravitation toward new destinations. Almost
half of Ontario and Quebec travelers who are
not considering a Florida vacation say they are
looking at more exotic places. A third of these
potential visitors are turned off by U.S. politics
(see chart).

This chart shows the top reasons Ontario and Quebec travelers are
not considering a Florida leisure trip within the next year.

There are other places
I’d rather visit

47%
31%

U.S. political climate
Have been there
many times

26%

Exchange rate makes
it unaffordable

23%

Too touristy

18%

Travel cost is too high

18%

Safety or security
concerns
Cost of visiting Florida,
outweighs value

17%
16%

Source: VISIT FLORIDA Consumer Travel Insights Survey

FLORIDA DESTINATIONS AND ENCOURAGING TRAVEL
Given the proximity and ease of access, Canada remains
a strong market to deliver repeat travel. Top reasons cited
for return visits are the warm climate, a perfect place for
rest and relaxation, visiting friends/family, and the ease of
accessibility.

But while this traditional core of Canadian visitors
remain loyal ambassadors to Florida, as marketers we
must regularly remind the disinclined what’s new here
and what they are missing.

DESTINATION INTEREST

REPEAT FLORIDA TRAVEL

This chart shows interest among Ontario and Quebec residents in visiting
specific Florida destinations within the next year.

This chart shows the top reasons Ontario and Quebec travelers
return to Florida year after year.

Orlando/Kissimmee

52%

Miami

47%

Florida Keys & Key West

39%
38%

Tampa/St. Petersburg/Clearwater

36%

Palm Beach

25%

Fort Myers/Naples/Marco Island

23%

Space Coast (Cape Canaveral, Titusville)

17%

Sarasota/Bradenton/Anna Maria Island

15%

Jacksonville/St. Augustine/Daytona

15%

Treasure Coast (Vero Beach, St. Lucie, Stuart)

12%

Destin/Fort Walton Beach/Panama City Beach

9%

Ocala

6%

Other Florida Destination(s)

7%

Perfect for rest and
relaxation

42%

Visit family/friends

33%

Easy to get to on
direct flights

32%

Enjoy visiting
familiar places

30%

Quality of beaches

30%

Shopping
Activities for everyone
in my party

Source: VISIT FLORIDA Consumer Travel Insights Survey

27%
23%
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Fort Lauderdale

74%

Enjoy the warm climate
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INSIGHTS &
CONSIDERATIONS
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WHAT LIES AHEAD
Florida is one of the world’s leading destinations, riding the crest of seven consecutive record years of tourism.
But will seven become eight? Here are six narratives that will impact VISIT FLORIDA’s ability to drive visitation.

REINSPIRING VISITORS
Florida has been a trusted destination for generations,

avoid “Florida Fatigue”? These are two primary reasons

with decades of visitation growth as proof. Vacationers

for not revisiting Florida: Been there, done that; not

can count on brilliant weather, constantly refreshed theme

worth my time or money. The emergence of experiential

parks, gold-standard customer service … the list goes on.

travel, where visitors want to be exposed to new cultures

But now, as younger generations of travelers insist on having

and expand their worldviews, poses an opportunity for

new experiences, how does a mature destination like ours

Florida to grow its story as a destination.

REASONS FOR NOT REVISITING FLORIDA
This chart shows reasons previous Florida travelers haven’t visited in more than five years.

Been there, done that

32%

Not worth the time or money

29%

Budget/No money to travel

19%

Not interested
Haven’t traveled lately

12%
4%

Weather

3%

Distance

3%

Other

7%
Source: VISIT FLORIDA

GLOBAL CLIMATE FOR TRAVEL
International inbound travel to the United States continues

Florida marketers must become more nimble and

to be unpredictable.

opportunistic than ever before. Choosing between brand
development and brand protection will be determined by

2017 is forecast to be the best year for global travel in

market need. We have seen in 2016 and 2017 the positive

this decade, but not to the United States, which received

numbers gained from brand takeovers in the United

1 percent* fewer international visitors (Florida was down

Kingdom and Canada.

politics can’t be overlooked.

International marketing strategies also should be able
to shift at a moment’s notice in an effort to prioritize

Among American vacationers, Florida is a distinctive

countries – perhaps even new markets – with the

destination and is the dominant leader among U.S. travel

potential to deliver the greatest impact.

markets. What differentiates Florida domestically – sunshine,
beaches, theme parks, wildlife, human space flight – should
work internationally as well.
*estimate is preliminary and subject to change
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2 percent*). Currency exchange rates are a factor and
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BLEISURE
Travel combining business and leisure is on the rise,

complement their work travel with a little vacation time

primarily because Millennials see the affordability and

– presenting Florida with a rich opportunity to increase

efficiency of “tacking on” to existing business trips. Top

overnight visits and incremental spend.

reasons include destination excitement, cost factors and
proximity to the weekend. Nearly half of Millennial workers

FACTORS FOR BOOKING BLEISURE TRIP
This chart shows the driving factors in deciding to turn a work trip into a bleisure trip.

Traveling to an exciting city/location

66%

Additional costs required to extend

59%

How close the trip is to the weekend

51%

How many nights I have to stay for business

48%

How affordable my hotel is

47%

I have friends/family in the area

45%

I can bring friends/family along

44%
33%

An event going on in the area

30%

How long it’s been since the last vacation
How nice the hotel is

27%

Travel distance

23%
Source: Expedia Media Solutions
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BUILDING BRAND TRUST
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As destination marketers, we have little or no control over

transparency, and connect with their audiences are gaining

our visitors’ travel experience and, ultimately, how they

a loyal following. And those relationships pay off when it

judge our brand. Strategic messaging – immersive imagery,

matters. During Hurricane Irma, jetBlue capped its flights

transformative stories – is no longer enough. Why? Trust

leaving Florida at $99 and customers remembered the

in leaders, institutions, brands, celebrities, and advertising

kindness and shared with their friends on social media.

is at an all-time low. Selling Florida with the hope that

As one of the top destinations in the world, Florida has

data-driven audience targets become repeat consumers

much to lose if visitors no longer feel connected to our

is the black-and-white goal, but those customers want

brand. Now is the time to think beyond our usual campaign

more: They want a brand relationship that is more than

messaging and put our brand purpose of brightening the

transactional. Brands that act with purpose, embrace

lives of all into meaningful action.

OVERTOURISM
Prompted by a growing middle class and improved

Growth managers must be mindful of these tipping points.

accessibility, destinations all over the globe have seen

In Florida, tourism marketers can help by promoting

record increases in visitors. So much so that many tourism

lesser known destinations, encouraging travel outside of

hotspots are experiencing a backlash from local residents

peak seasons, and attracting a balanced traveler mix that

angered by overcrowding and increased demands on

delivers maximum benefit to local economies.

infrastructure.

TRANSFORMATIONAL TRAVEL
The travel writer Pico Iyer says: “We travel, initially, to

Restoring a coral reef. Understanding the cultural and

lose ourselves; and we travel, next, to find ourselves.”

family traditions behind that perfect paella. 54 percent

Transformational travel is defined as experiences that

of travelers say they want a transformative experience

enable visitors to make meaningful lasting changes in

and more are placing value on this type of travel. Florida

their lives and promote personal well-being. It is travel

has stories to tell and experiences to share that will help

motivated and defined by a shift in perspective and a

travelers change the way they see the world.

deeper communion with nature and culture. Engaging
with endangered manatees. Yoga retreats.

T HE IMPORTANCE OF T R A N SFOR M AT IV E T R AV E L
This chart shows the importance of transformative travel experiences, on a scale of 1-10.
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54%

Source: Skift Survey, 2017

FACTORS OF A TRAN SFOR M AT ION A L E XPE R IE N C E
405 respondents answer the question: Why was the experience transformational?

I SOLVED A
CHALLENGE

I DISCOVERED
MY PASSION

11%

11%

51%

I LEARNED
SOMETHING NEW

43%
Source: Skift Survey, 2017

I HAD A
REFLECTIVE
MOMENT

30%
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I GAINED A NEW
PERSPECTIVE
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HITTING THE MARK
As a mature destination hosting more than 116.5

Insights about these different consumer groups

million non-resident vacations a year, Florida attracts

inform and shape VISIT FLORIDA’s integrated

visitors from a wide variety of consumer segments

marketing efforts, enabling VISIT FLORIDA to optimize

and geographic origins. Understanding and effectively

messaging, distribution and timing so potential

communicating with these consumers, based on their

travelers experience Florida content when they are

individual preferences, is critical to Florida’s success as

most receptive to it.

a tourism destination.
Achieving VISIT FLORIDA’s strategic goals will require
Based on demographic information, historical travel

maximizing resource efficiency, constant program and

data and psychographic insights, VISIT FLORIDA has

performance monitoring, and optimizing every initiative.

identified three key domestic consumer segments

The opportunities ahead are great, and our success

that have the potential to drive the greatest visitation

is made more likely by aligning the goals and efforts

to Florida: Winter travelers, Families, and Weekend

of Florida’s tourism industry. The power of a united

Getaway travelers. International efforts will focus on

industry is undeniable and offers strategic advantages

Florida’s Foundation markets: Canada, U.K., Brazil,

that other competitors will struggle to match.

Germany, secondary Latin America countries and China.

In fiscal year 2018-19, VISIT FLORIDA will harness our collaborative efforts around four key strategies:

MARKETING STRATEGIES
01

DRIVE DEMAND

Keep Florida top of mind among target audiences

Stimulate balanced incremental growth that delivers the
greatest economic impact to Florida through programs that
focus on:
02 INCREASE YIELD

•
•
•
•
•
•

Protecting and growing visitor volume
Increase spending
Extending length of stay
Increase visit frequency and visitor retention
Reducing the gap between seasonal highs and lows
Increasing travel to emerging Florida destinations

BRAND ENGAGEMENT

Identify and engage advocates in promoting the
Florida brand

04

INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT

Promote industry alignment and collective impact through
Partner investment and thought leadership
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03
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MARKETING APPROACH
For planning purposes, below is a high-level overview of VISIT FLORIDA’s FY 18-19 market approach. This plan and the
tactics that follow are based on VISIT FLORIDA’s FY 18-19 level of funding.
Note: VISIT FLORIDA’s fiscal year begins in July and ends in June the following calendar year.

CAMPAIGNS

DOMESTIC

JA N

FEB

MAR

MAY

JUN

WINTER TRAVELERS
FAMILIES

FAMILIES

WEEKEND GETAWAYS
ADVENTURE
CONTENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PROMOTIONS

ALWAYS ON
CHINA

CHINA

CAMPAIGNS

INTERNATIONAL

A PR

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED KINGDOM
GERMANY
BRAZIL

MEXICO
TRAVEL TRADE & MEETINGS
BOOT DUSSELDORF

TEXAS TRAVEL TRADE EVENT

BEST OF THE BEST
TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS

BOSTON TRAVEL
TRADE EVENT

INTERNATIONAL LUXURY
TRAVEL MARKET (ILTM)

CAA ROAD SHOW
FLORIDA HUDDLE
HOLIDAY WORLD

CANADA ROAD SHOW

EXPO MAYORISTAS

OTTAWA TRAVEL SHOW

INTERNATIONAL INBOUND
TRAVEL ASSOCIATION (IITA)

ITB

CHINA SALES MISSION

UGART

WTM LATAM

NEW YORK TIMES
TRAVEL SHOW

SATTE

WINTER VISITOR PROFILE

IPW
TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS
OF COLOR

UK SUMMER EVENT

FAMILY PROFILE

L EN GT H OF STAY

SE ASON A LIT Y

This chart shows the number of nights winter visitors stay.
1 to 3 nights

4-7 nights

8+ nights

13%

15%

13%

13%

14%

41%

38%

40%

36%

36%

46%

47%

47%

51%

50%

2012
Average Length
of Stay in Nights 4.9

2013
4.6

2014
4.7

2015
4.8

2016
5.0
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Winter
14%

Summer
38%

Spring
35%

TRANSPORTATION MODE

GENERATION
Silent/G.I.

10%

Baby Boomer

44%

GenX

27%

Millennial

19%

Non-Air

Airplane

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD
WITH CHILDREN IN THE
FOLLOWING AGE RANGES
Less than 2 years

7%

2 - 5 years

29%

6 - 12 years

51%

13 - 17 years

32%

Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

TRIP PLANNING TIME FRAME
74%

LODGING TYPE
Paid Accommodation

Fall
13%

67%

66%

76%

72%

3 weeks or less

15%

1 month

14%

59%

2-3 months

28%

Hotel

37%

4-5 months

12%

Non-Hotel

22%

6 months

10%

More than 6 months

21%

Non-Paid Accommodation
Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

26%

33%

34%

41%
2012

2013

2014

24%
2015

28%
2016

Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

J UL

AUG

SE P

OC T

N OV

DEC

WINTER TRAVELERS

EXPERIENCE

CHINA
UNITED KINGDOM
BRAZIL

BRAND USA JAPAN &
SOUTH KOREA MISSION

BRAND USA MISSION

DESTINO AVIAREPS

GOVERNOR’S CONFERENCE

JPA

GASTRONOMY BREWERIES

ATLANTA TRAVEL
TRADE EVENT
FLORIDA ENCOUNTER

RED COW
CITM

LA CITA
SITV
WORLD ROUTES

WEEKEND TRAVELER PROFILE
AG E O F TR AVELER

FESTURIS GRAMADO

ZOOMER 2018

WTM

EXPERIENCE AND ADVENTURE PROFILE
MOTIVATION FOR ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Nature and Discovery
12%

18 - 34

35 - 49

27%

25%

Learning
17%
Mental Health and Escape
10%

Expanded Worldview
14%

Fun and Thrill
9%
Connection
5%

65+

50 - 64

20%

Physical Health
4%

Transformation
23%

Meaningful Stories
3%

28%
Source: Adventure Travel Trade Association,
North American Adventure Travelers

PARTY COMPOSITION
Two Adults

43%

One Adult

43%

Fam i l y

10%

Three or More Adults

4%

TOP ACTIVITIES FOR THE
ADVENTURE TRAVELER

Theme parks

62%

Hiking

45%

Aquariums

59%

Visiting friends or family

27%

Art/history museums

56%

Camping

25%

Zoos

54%

Road cycling

22%
22%

Visit Friend/Relative

32%

Science museums

51%

Skiing/Snowboarding

Getaway Weekend

28%

Amusement parks

47%

Visiting historical sites

18%

General Vacation

21%

Botanical gardens

47%

Mountain biking

16%

Special Event

9%

Space museums

43%

Backpacking

15%

Other

10%

Water parks

42%

Attending local festivals/fairs

14%

Source: D.K Shifflet & Associates

Source: MMGY Global, Portrait of American
Travelers “Those Interested in Visiting Florida”

Source: Adventure Travel Trade Association,
North American Adventure Travelers
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PURPOSE OF TRIP

ATTRACTIONS INTERESTED IN
VISITING WHILE ON VACATION

Unique Experiences
2%

31
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MARKETING TACTICS
STRATEGY 1: DRIVE DEMAND

• Create integrated audience campaigns in top domestic markets
• Create co-op programs aligned with VISIT FLORIDA’s overarching marketing objectives
• Develop and sustain marketing partnerships that increase reach and relevance
• Maintain year-round brand presence targeting domestic travelers
• Maintain ongoing search presence (SEO/SEM)
• Leverage VISIT FLORIDA content for year-round domestic marketing campaigns
• Align collaborative pitching with press visits and media relations
• Build and sustain relations with global media and social influencers
with DMO partners to pitch stories and host media visits that yield a larger awareness
• Collaborate
footprint to the state
influencer campaigns to reach social communities in order to promote awareness, engagement
• Create
and advocacy

• Expand relationships with Meetings media through sponsorships and targeted story pitching
• Develop and maintain relationships with tour operators and travel agents in key North American markets
• Leverage best-in-class partnerships to extend the Florida Meetings message through larger channels
• Coordinate promotions in key global markets to maintain high-level Florida brand awareness

STRATEGY 2: INCREASE YIELD
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• Create integrated campaigns in top international markets
• Execute trade media and consumer media relations at international events
• Develop and maintain relationships with tour operators and travel agents in key international markets
• Coordinate international trade FAMs throughout the year for key markets
• Develop educational programming for travel trade
• Build relationships with influential global product managers
relevance of VISIT FLORIDA-owned and –operated events such as Florida Huddle and
• Increase
Florida Encounter

32

• Develop and maintain relationships with airlines and airports to support route development
• Build relationships with top meeting planners to connect them to Florida Partners
promotions featuring unique experiences, less traveled destinations and multi-destination
• Coordinate
prize packages
• Develop and distribute content promoting lesser known destinations and experiences
• Leverage expertise of Welcome Center staff to educate and serve Florida visitors

STRATEGY 3: BRAND ENGAGEMENT

• Promote engagement with #LoveFL across different audiences and passions
• Leverage social conversations to build brand engagement and advocacy
• Develop opportunities to connect with Florida visitors while they are traveling
• Foster social conversations related to Florida travel experiences

STRATEGY 4: INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT

• Engage with and educate Partners through marketing consultations and sales calls
promote VISIT FLORIDA programs and partnership opportunities through social channels,
• Continually
direct mail campaigns and in-person events
Partner benefits platform to provide more exclusive opportunities for VISIT FLORIDA
• Enhance
Marketing Partners

• Develop programs and webinars that deliver education/thought leadership to the industry
• Invest in developing tools and resources that drive Partner retention and demonstrate value of participation
• Award advertising matching grants to promote Florida tourism
• Increase the value of co-op to Partners by developing year-round, non-traditional and bundled packages
• Create, manage and distribute corporate messaging to improve alignment with the Florida Tourism Industry
• Manage all crisis communication efforts and provide industry direction and support as needed.
• Facilitate international co-op opportunities for Partners, leveraging the Florida Brand
• Continue investment in the Air Team Florida program
• Create unique Partner opportunities at trade shows and signature events
• Build relationships with the Florida Tourism Industry through promotional Partner tours
• Promote a statewide customer service training and certification program for Welcome Center partners
• Produce Welcome Center takeover events throughout the year

M A R K E T I NG A PP R OAC H |
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DEPARTMENT PROJECT PLANS

• Florida consumer brand evolution and re-launch
and execution of six different integrated consumer
• Planning
audience campaigns
BRAND

focus and growth of Share a Little Sunshine, Florida’s
• Ongoing
advocate community
an integrated campaign strategy to further strengthen
• Develop
Florida’s market share of Canadian visitors

CONT E N T

• Publish 150 new stories on VISITFLORIDA.com
• Improve search ranking for Florida content
content to augment six different integrated consumer
• Develop
audience campaigns
• Execute a year-round content co-op plan
our website functionality to better serve potential visitors
• Evolve
and Partners
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CORPORATE
MEETINGS
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• Florida Encounter event refresh
• Florida Huddle event refresh
and manage core VISIT FLORIDA events: Florida Governor’s
• Develop
Conference on Tourism, Florida Tourism Leadership Summit, Florida
Encounter, Florida Huddle, Florida Tourism Day, and the VISIT FLORIDA
Board of Director’s Meetings
attendee recruitment process for all corporate trade
• Improve
show events

• Improve data collection process and ROI assessment

a better and more effective cooperative marketing model
• Build
and program

IN D USTRY
R E L AT I ONS &
SA L E S

• Build out a “full-service” VISIT FLORIDA regional team
• Partner benefits refresh
• Develop a Partner Participation Report
• Improve e-newsletters and the Partner subscription process
• Annual Partner enrollment campaign

INTERNATIONAL

• UK Integrated Marketing Campaign
• Brazil Integrated Marketing Campaign
• Germany Integrated Marketing Campaign
• China Integrated Marketing Campaign
• AirTeam Florida Expansion
• Build and market a new Florida E-Learning program

and purchase media for six different integrated consumer
• Plan
audience campaigns
ongoing co-op opportunities for Partners aligned with
• Develop
audience campaigns

MEDIA
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• Plan and purchase media for nine international audience campaigns
• Optimize and expand Search presence
media performance tracking to enhance future media
• Improve
mix design

35
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DEPARTMENT PROJECT PLANS

PR OM OTI O NS

• Coordinate promotions in 15 key global markets
• Conduct sales calls for relationship-building in six key global markets
• Execute promotions totaling $85M in media value

a minimum of 8 regionally-focused group familiarization
• Conduct
tours and 55 individual media familiarization tours

PUB L I C
R E L ATI O NS

public relations initiatives to enhance six domestic
• Develop
integrated consumer audience campaigns
public relations initiatives to enhance four international
• Develop
integrated marketing campaigns
VISIT FLORIDA’s media relationship development process
• Improve
to deepen connections with trade and consumer journalists
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RE S E AR CH
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• Launch qualitative and behavioral consumer research studies
• In-depth customized Florida research study for each international market
• Evolve the marketing effectiveness study
• Florida brand evolution and re-launch testing
interactive dashboards to monitor economic and
• Develop
travel trends
VISIT FLORIDA’s ability to track ROI for consumer
• Deepen
audience campaigns

• Increase engagement with potential visitors across the globe
integration of social listening data to influence day-to-day
• Improved
social engagement and long-term audience planning
S OC I A L

• Execute 25 social media influencer campaigns across the calendar year
an industry-wide editorial calendar to better align Florida’s
• Develop
social conversations
and maintain a social media presence across key channels
• Launch
in China

relationships with travel agents in Atlanta, Boston and
• Re-establish
Dallas through sales roadshows

T RAV E L
T RA D E

• IPW & IITA Travel Trade Shows
• European Travel Trade Shows: WTM London, ITB, UK Summer Event
Travel Trade Shows: WTM Latin America, JPA, La Cita, Mice
• LATAM
Event, ILTM-Travelweek, Festuris Gramado, UGART, Expo Mayoristas
Travel Trade Shows: World Routes, ILTM Asia Pacific, CITM,
• Asian
SATTE
and execute a campaign to promote Florida’s new
• Develop
E-Learning initative

V IS I TO R
S E RV I CE S
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• Complete I-95 Florida Welcome Center renovations
• Produce and market the Certified Visitor Information Seminar
• Plan and produce 12 Welcome Center Takeovers
• Execute four consumer on-site trade shows
• Install photo kiosks for visitors in the lobby during high visitation periods
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The Official Tourism Marketing Corporation for the State of Florida

